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The Swiss-Army knife of .22 rifles, the Ruger 10/22 is one of the most common firearms in use

today. Now, shooters can learn budget-savvy tips for customizing their favorite little rifle with

aftermarket add-ons. "Customize The Ruger 10/22" is the perfect guide for shooters with a

do-it-yourself spirit because: the Ruger 10/22's design makes customizing fast and easy, within a

matter of minutes shooters can have a rifle with a completely different look; instructions involve

basic operation of the rifle, choosing and installing accessories, and evaluating and testing

ammunition; and aftermarket accessories such as barrels, stocks, sights, muzzle breaks and

magazine releases are readily available in retail stores, on the Internet and through catalogers.
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Being retired military I know my way around weapons. I bought this book to get a feel of what

options were out there to upgrade my Ruger 10-22. They do a great job teaching you the basics so

you understand all aspects of the rifle. With this knowledge you're able to make well thought out

logical decisions on modifications you would like to make. They list reputable companies on the

internet where you can buy the needed parts and walk you through performing the upgrades. The

authors, James House and his wife Kathleen, are experts in this field and do a great job passing on

their knowledge. I highly recommend this book for the beginner as well as the experienced.

I actually thoroughly enjoyed reading this. I got into shooting as a hobby a few years back and the



10/22 was my first gun owned. This book goes into great detail as to the history, makeup, and

versions of the 10/22, as well as a surprisingly in depth discussion about accessories for it. I was

somewhat surprised to find out that the kindle version of this book has an excellent transfer of all the

pictures in the book. It was something I had been a little concerned about, due to the book covering

particular accessories, as well as having a great amount of detail on specific parts related to the

10/22, which always benefit from pictures.I'd highly recommend it for anyone who wants to know

more about their 10/22.

Probably dated by now but handy for a guy that never owned or cared for the 10/22. Studied it and

knew for sure that I'd never have the yen to own one. The bolt gun is my bag. If you want to be a

10/22 guy or gal this is a good place to find lots of info.

Very interesting compilation of options and add-ons for the 10//22 with test data to provide insight

into the benefits. Not a a detailed "gunsmithing" book. Directed and bolt on and easily replaced

basic mechanical experienced gun owners.Data provided on accuracy improvement with selected

arrangements was very detailed and substantiated the claims early claims of Barrel - Trigger - Stock

being the important order of improvement versus sub-assembly. Cost data is slightly dated, by

relevant in relative terms. Author bias is present but stated and overall very objective work review of

commonly available options. Very detailed and lengthy set of sources and references for additional

information

As a Ruger 10/22 LR owner who is beginning to get more interested in my rifle and in target

shooting/modification of my rifle, this book is GREAT!!!! Technical, but readable in sequence - and

material is presented in a logical order. I read the first 180 pages first sitting and most all was very

interesting to me! Only skimmed through the parts not applicable to my particular rifle. The

examples of accuracy of different guns seemed to show pretty much the same excellent results for

all - just underscored the importance of using different ammo in different rifles. Seems to be just the

right balance of theory, historical Ruger info, technical info, practical info, and examples to be VERY

useful. Maybe this is because it was written by a Chemistry Professor and I am also a Chemist - we

do appear to think and appreciate material pesented in the same manner. BUY IT!!! READ IT!!!

Customize the Ruger 10/22 is current and all of the information is useful. The authors do a pretty

good job of covering underlying theory, so a lot of knowledge is gained that may help the reader



take more original approaches to modification. One week after receiving my copy I restocked my

Ruger, added an aftermarket trigger assembly, worked out a good high power scope mounting

systems and progressively worked down 50 yard group size. Match ammo, in my case was not the

most accurate, but then the book has a section that suggests analysis techniques.The book covers

detail, highlights potential pitfalls and lists all of the sources for materials that anyone would

probably encounter. The book also covers background that makes the book interesting to read and

makes 10/22 ownership more enjoyable.Photos and illustrations are basic, but clear. Material is well

organized and easy to find topics of interest. The difference between getting this in a book form

versus downloading information from the Internet? The book is credible and if something is

incorrect, you know who is responsible.

As stated in the Product Review - there's been over 4 million of these rifles built. That's an

impressive number. Of course those kinds of sales would result in a few books written that are

dedicated to the 10/22. However none covers this rifle as thoroughly as that written by James and

Kathleen House. Truly a Bible for the 10/22 owner. Such a shame that, since the passing away of

Bill Ruger, his successors would opt to cheapen the quality of the 10/22 rifle i.e. nasty receiver and

other metal finishes, real poor quality trigger assemblies etc... Good thing though that the 10/22 rifle

is probably the most after market accessorized rifle there is. The vast majority of the after market

10/22 parts can be easily installed by any rifle owner - the "drop in parts". Buy this book, read it

cover to cover and get to know your 10/22 rifle better. Afterwards you'll become more aware of just

what your rifle is really capable of and you won't be able to stop shooting it. In the immortal words of

John Lennon, "Happiness is a warm gun...."

As a new 10/22 owner I was looking for a book that would help me choose some of the many

available options for me that I can do right away and in the future for a basic stock rifle. This book

covered those options.Having been published in 2006 only two things were out of date as far as I

could tell. My Ruger 10/22 Carbine (2013) came with an extended magazine release and had a hex

take-down screw.A very good value and reference book that is easy to read and understand.
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